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Abstract

The NASA Strategic Plan identifies the long-term goal of providing safe and affordable space

access, orbital transfer, and interplanetary transportation capabilities to enable scientific research,

human and robotic exploration, and the commercial development of space. Numerous scientific

and engineering breakthroughs will be required to develop the technology required to achieve

this goal. Critical technologies include advanced vehicle primary and secondary structure,

radiation protection, propulsion and power systems, fuel storage, electronics and devices, sensors

and science instruments, and medical diagnostics and treatment. Advanced materials with

revolutionary new capabilities are an essential element of each of these technologies. A survey

of emerging materials with applications to aerospace vehicle structures and propulsion systems

was conducted to assist in long-term agency mission planning. The comprehensive survey

identified materials already under development that could be available in 5 to 10 years and those

that are still in the early research phase and may not be available for another 20 to 30 years. The

survey includes typical properties, a description of the material and processing methods, the

current development status, and the critical issues that must be overcome to achieve commercial

viability.
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Introduction

The mission of NASA is to advance and communicate scientific knowledge and

understanding of Earth, the solar system, and the universe; to advance human exploration, use,

and development of space; and to research, develop, verify, and transfer advanced aeronautics,

space, and related technologies. To fulfill this bold mission, NASA has adopted the following

long-term goals:

• create a virtual presence throughout our solar system and probe deeper into the

mysteries of the universe and life on Earth and beyond,

• use our understanding of nature's processes in space to support research endeavors in

space and on Earth,

• conduct human and robotic missions to planets and other bodies in our solar system to

enable human expansion,

• provide safe and affordable space access, orbital transfer, and interplanetary

transportation capabilities to enable research, human exploration, and the commercial

development of space, and

• to develop cutting-edge aeronautics and space systems technologies to support highway

in the sky, smart aircraft, and revolutionary space vehicles.

Perhaps the most challenging of the above goals is human exploration of space beyond low Earth

orbit. There are formidable barriers that are currently limiting human presence in space

including technology deficiencies and mission affordability. Numerous scientific and

engineering breakthroughs will be required to develop the technologies necessary to overcome

these barriers. Critical technologies include lightweight vehicle primary structure and durable

materials for thermal protection systems, effective radiation protection for long-duration

missions, advanced propulsion and power systems, electronics, sensors and science instruments,

and in-space health diagnostics and medical treatment. New materials with revolutionary

capabilities are an essential element in each of these critical technologies.

A survey of emerging materials with applications to aerospace vehicle structures and

propulsion systems was conducted. The purpose of the survey was to assist in long-term agency

mission planning and to provide guidance in developing an appropriate research investment

strategy. The comprehensive survey identified materials already under development that could

be available in 5 to 10 years as well as those that are still in the early research phase and may not

be available for another 20 to 30 years. The guiding philosophy of the survey was to identify

materials that may offer dramatic improvements in properties. Implicit in this philosophy is an

optimistic view of the best case properties and a successful resolution of the critical technical
issues.

This report documents the findings of the survey. For each of the twenty-three advanced

materials and eight reference materials included in the survey, typical properties are tabulated

along with a description of the material and processing methods, the current development status,

and the critical issues that must be overcome to achieve commercial viability. The report is

organized by applications to aerospace vehicle structures and propulsion system components.

The report also presents the results of several systems analysis studies that highlight the

enormous potential of one revolutionary new material, carbon nanotubes. The report concludes



with two appendicesthatprovideadetaileddescriptionof eachmaterialandits current
developmentalstatus.

The Format of the Survey

The survey of emerging materials was originally conducted to assist in long-term agency

mission planning and to provide guidance in developing an appropriate research investment

strategy. The guiding philosophy of the survey was to identify materials that may offer dramatic

improvements in properties. The survey was organized by applications (vehicle structure and

propulsion system), fundamental material systems (metals, ceramics, polymers, and their

composites), and estimated time to maturity (near-term, intermediate-term, and far-term).

Specific properties for each material are tabulated using a standard set of properties. The

appendices provide a complete description of each material, the processing method(s), current

state of development, and the critical issues that must be resolved for the material to become

viable for aerospace applications.

A standard set of properties is reported for each material. These specific properties were

selected for comparison purposes only. It is recognized that many other properties not reported

such as compression modulus and strength, fatigue, creep, and fracture toughness may represent

design constraints for specific components of aerospace vehicle systems. The ground rule for

including a material in the survey was that actual properties of the material have been measured

and reported. The decision was made to report properties of a specific material (composition and

processing method) rather than broad ranges of properties for a material system. The organizing

philosophy is that properties of an actual existing material gives greater credibility to the survey

with regard to supporting future mission planning. Implicit in this philosophy is an optimistic

view of the best case properties and a successful resolution of the critical technical issues.

Since NASA missions are being planned over a long time horizon, the survey included

materials that may mature in the near term (5-10 years), intermediate-term (10-20 years), as well

as recently discovered materials still in the early stages of exploratory research. These newly

discovered materials will require breakthroughs in processing methods and may take 20-30 years

to become fully mature for aerospace vehicle applications. The attribute "manufacturability"

was selected as a measure of the current state of development (maturity) of each material system.

The NASA technology readiness level (TRL) scale was selected as a quantitative measure of

manufacturability. The NASA TRL scale, see Table 1, ranges from 1 to 9, with 1 representing

the early stages of research and 9 representing proven maturity for aerospace applications. From

a NASA programmatic point of view, TRL 1-3 represents research, TRL 3-5 represents focused
technology development, 5-7 represents advanced technology development, and TRL 7-9

represents advanced prototype systems development and demonstration in flight conditions.

Materials for Aerospace Vehicle Structure

One of NASA's most important goals is to reduce the cost of access to space by a factor

of 10 in the near-term and a factor of 100 in the far-term. This challenging goal can only be met



bydevelopingareusablelaunchvehiclethatcanperformmanymissionsmuchlike today's
commercialandmilitary aircraft. Conceptsfor secondandthirdgenerationreusablelaunch
vehicles(RLV), illustratedin Figure1,arecurrentlyunderdevelopment.(TheNASA Space
Shuttleis consideredto bethefirst generationreusablelaunchvehicle.)Thesefuturelaunch
vehiclesarenotachievablewithoutdramaticbreakthroughsin thepropertiesof structural
materials.Withthetechnologychallengesof anRLV in mind,propertiesof advancedmetallic
andnon-metallicmaterialsystemsweresurveyed.Representativepropertiesof metalsandmetal
matrixcomposites(MMC)aretabulatedin Table2 [1-7]. Aluminum2219-T87,whichisused
extensivelyin currentaerospacevehiclestructures,wasselectedasareferencematerialfor
comparisonpurposes.Propertiesof carbon-basedmaterialsandpolymermatrixcompositesare
tabulatedin Table3 [8-18].Aluminum2219-T87,severalcarbonfibers(M46JandIM7),anda
carbonfiberreinforcedpolymer(CFRP)compositeusedin aNASA spacecraft(M46J/7714A)
wereselectedasreferencematerials.All materialstabulatedinTables2 and3 aredescribedin
AppendixI. Thespecificmodulusandspecificstrengthof thematerialsin Tables2 and3are
alsoplottedin Figure2. (Pleasenotethatthedatain Figure2 areplottedonalog-logscale.)As
isreadilyapparentin Figure2,dramaticimprovementsinpropertiesarepotentiallyachievableif
theidentifiedmaterialscanbedevelopedto commercialviability. Forexample,in thenext5to
10years,polymermatrixcompositessuchastheIM7/8552materialsystemareexpectedto
becomematurefornumerousaerospaceprimarystructureapplications.Thekeyto achieving
thispotentialwill bethecombinationof compellingtechnologypullsandtheassociatedresource
investments.In thelong-term,singlecrystal,singlewall carbonnanotubes(SWNT),open
symbolin Figure2, andpolymermatrixandaluminummatrixcompositesreinforcedwith
SWNT(NtFRPandNt/A1,respectively)offerordersof magnitudeimprovementsoveraluminum
2219-T87. However,thetechnologyreadinesslevel (TRL)of thesematerialssystemsis quite
low,estimatedtobeat 1ontheNASA TRL scale,andbreakthroughsin productionandscale-up
methodswill benecessary.Nonetheless,theenormouspotentialofnanostructuredmaterialsis
extremelyattractive.

An emergingapplicationfor advancedhigh-temperaturemetallicalloysis thethermal
protectionsystem(metallicTPS)of reusablelaunchvehicles(RLV). MetallicTPSrepresentsan
attractivealternativeto therigid ceramictile materialsystemscurrentlyusedastheTPSforthe
spaceshuttleorbiterandotheratmosphericentryspacecraft.Lee-sidemetallicTPSwill notneed
coatingfor 1000°Foperation.Also,metallicTPStypicallywill notrequirehightemperature
sealsoradhesivedevelopment.Fromanoperationalpointof view,metallicTPSis aparticularly
attractiveway to significantlyreducingoperationalcostsof anRLV. MetallicTPSare
inherentlyall weather,durable,andimpactresistant.UnlikeceramicTPStile systems,metallic
TPSwill not requirewaterproofingorotherrestorativeprocessingoperationsbetweenflightsand
mayberemovedfor subsurfaceinspection,therebyminimizinggroundhandling.Finally,
metallicTPSareapplicableto all vehiclesandhavethepotentialto saveconsiderablevehicle
weight,especiallywhenusedaspartof anintegratedaeroshellstructuralsystem.

MetallicTPSdevelopmentrequirementsencompassesalloysfor upto 1800°Foperation
includingNi, Fe,andCrbasedalloysandintermetallicsfor 2000°F+ operationincludingBe,Ti
andNi basedsystems.Alloy developmentalsoincludesultralow densitymetallicssuchas
porousmaterials,metallicfoams,andnanostructuredalloys. Propertiesof selectedmaterialsare
includedin Table2. Processdevelopmentrequirementsareneededfor functionallygraded



(materialswithspatially-varyinganddirection-dependentproperties)andhybridmaterial
systemsandinnovativeprocessmethodsfor sheetandfoil productformsincludingdirectcast,
spraydeposition,andlasersintering.Requirementsfor surfacemodificationsinclude
functionallygradedlayersandnano-laminatesfor aeroshells,andenvironmentallycompliant
surfacesand/orcoatings.Conceptanddesigndevelopmentrequirementsareleadingto
integratedthermal/mechanical/insulationsubstructuresfor aeroshellsandintegrated
cryotank/substructure/TPS/aeroshells.Thecriticaltechnicalissuesincludeprocessand
productionscale-upmethodsfor flight hardwareandoptimizeddurabilityanddamagetolerance
attributes.

Materials for Propulsion Systems Components

Second and third generation propulsion system concepts under development for reusable

launch vehicles (RLV) are illustrated in Figure 3. Properties of advanced metallic and non-

metallic material systems were surveyed. Representative properties of metals and metal matrix

composites are tabulated in Table 4 [19-20]. Inconel 718 is used as the reference material for

comparison purposes. Properties of ceramics, ceramic matrix composites and carbon fiber

reinforced polymer matrix composites (CFRP) are tabulated in Table 5 [21-29]. Inconel 718 and
the Nextel N720 ceramic fiber were selected as the reference materials. All materials tabulated

in Tables 4 and 5 are described in Appendix II. The specific modulus and specific strength of

the materials in Tables 4 and 5 are also plotted in Figure 4 relative to their use temperature. As

illustrated in Figure 4, dramatic improvements in use temperature and modest improvements in

strength and modulus are potentially achievable if the identified materials can be developed to

commercial viability. For example, in the next 5 to 10 years, intermetallics and advanced nickel-

based metallic alloys look very promising. In the long-term, ceramic matrix composites and

nanostructured metals offer significant property improvements over the current baseline

materials. However, the technology readiness level (TRL) of these materials systems is quite

low, estimated to be at 1 to 3 with some limited demonstrations in the 4 to 5 range on the NASA

scale from 1 to 9, and breakthroughs in production and scale-up methods will be necessary. For

many applications, long-life protective coatings will also be required in order to meet the

demanding propulsion operational requirements.

Case Study: The Potential Benefits of Structural Materials Derived from

Carbon Nanotubes

The general field ofnano- science and technology offers the potential to be the next great

technological revolution. Of particular interest to NASA is the confluence of the three great

megatrends, information technology, biotechnology, and nanotechnology, as illustrated

notionally in Figure 5. In the field of materials science, we may see a paradigm shift from the

traditional materials role of developing metals, polymers, ceramics, and composites to a

revolutionary role of developing nanostructured, functionalized, self-assembling, and self-

healing materials. Looking into the future, the theoretical potential of these revolutionary classes

of new materials will create breakthroughs that will enable technology developments that are

barely imaginable today. In the aerospace field, these new technologies may make space travel

routine and enable human exploration of space beyond our current practical limitation of low



Earthorbit. Imaginethepossibilitiesif therewasamaterialto replacealuminumthatis anorder
of magnitudestifferandtwo ordersof magnitudestronger!Dramaticbreakthroughsin
manipulatingmatterwill berequiredto developthis technology.Perhapsthemostexciting
outcomewill betherealizationof self-assembling,self-repairing,adaptive,intelligent,
multifunctionalmaterials.Thekeyto realizingthisdreammaybethedevelopmentof the
molecularassemblers,perhapsapproachingtheversatilityof theDNAmolecule,sothatmatter
maybemanipulatedanatomatatime.

Materialsystemsbasedoncarbonnanotubesareaparticularlyattractivenewclassof
materials.Carbonnanotubesarecylindricalmoleculescomposedof carbonatomsin aregular
hexagonalarrangement,closedonbothendsbyhemisphericalendcaps,asshownin theinsertin
Figure5. Onthebasisof computersimulationsandlimitedactualexperimentaldata[30-45],
somespecificformsof carbonnanotubesappearto possessextraordinarymechanical,thermal,
andelectricalproperties,seeTables6and7. If thepropertiesof carbonnanotubesobservedat
themolecularlevelcanbetranslatedintousefulmacro-scalematerials,thepotentialbenefitsto
theaerospaceindustryincludeapplicationsto vehiclestructures,propulsionsystems,thermal
management,energystorage,electronicandcomputing,sensorsanddevices,andbiologicaland
medical. Systemsanalysisstudies[46] wereconductedto quantifysomeof thesebenefitsin
specificapplicationsof interestto NASA. Theresultsof thosestudiesaresummarizedbelow.

Properties of carbon nanotubes and composites used in the systems analysis models

Computer simulation results and limited experimental studies show that small diameter,

single-walled carbon nanotubes may possess elastic moduli in excess of 1 TPa, and strengths

approaching 200 GPa. If small diameter, single-walled tubes can be produced in large quantities,

and incorporated into a supporting matrix to form structural materials, the resulting structures

could be significantly lighter and stronger than current aluminum alloys and carbon fiber

reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites used in conventional aerospace structures. As tabulated

in Tables 6a and 6b and Table 7, the properties of single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNT) and

multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWNT) reported in the literature [30-45] exhibit quite a range in

values. The properties of SWNT (from Table 3) used in the systems analysis studies reported
herein are as follows:

Tensile Modulus 1200 GPa

Tensile Strength 6 GPa in a composite

Elongation 1% in a composite

Density 1.20 g/cm 3

These properties were selected because they are typical of the theoretical and experimental

values reported in the literature without overstating the expectations.

The specific modulus and specific strength of several aerospace materials currently used

in structural components of aerospace vehicles are plotted in Figure 2. The CFRP Composite is

a high modulus, high strength fiber in a toughened polymer matrix with a quasi-isotropic

laminate stacking sequence and a 60% fiber volume fraction. (See Appendix I for a detailed



descriptionof thematerialsplottedin Figure2.) Theoreticalpropertiesof thecarbonnanotube
fiberreinforcedpolymer(NtFRPComposite)werecalculatedusingstandardmicromechanics
equations.TheNtFRPis assumedto bethesamelaminateastheCFRPandthestrengthwas
limitedto 2.5GPa(1%strain)to reflectcurrentstructuresdesignpractices,astabulatedinTable
3. Thesinglecrystalbulkmaterial(SWNT)plottedin Figure2 representsthetheoretical
potentialof nanostructurecarbonandwill requireseveralbreakthroughsin nanotubeproduction
to achieve.Thishighlyperfect,singlecrystal,bulk material,not requiringamatrixbinder,is
viewedastheoreticallypossible.As is evidentfromFigure2,thepolymercompositereinforced
withnanotubesoffersasignificantadvantageoverconventionalaluminumandcarbonfiber
reinforcedpolymercomposites.

Benefits to Aerospace Structure Quantified by Systems Analysis Studies

The theoretical properties of the nanotube reinforced composite (NtFRP) were used in a

simple, systems analysis model [46] of a reusable launch vehicle shown in Figure 6. The

computed vehicle dry weight results are shown in the accompanying bar chart in Figure 6. Two

cases were analyzed to show the benefit of substituting aluminum with CFRP (case 1) and with

NtFRP (case 2). Dramatic reductions in weight were achieved in both cases. The results shown

assume that the wings, body, and cryogenic propellant tanks are replaced with CFRP composites

(case 1) and with NtFRP composites (case 2). Simplifying assumptions were made regarding

design issues such as the amount of minimum gage structure and applications of stiffness versus

strength critical design criteria. While these assumptions can be varied, the results plotted in

Figure 6 were based on 0% minimum gage, 50% of the structure is strength critical and 50% is

stiffness critical. Because of the dramatic reduction in structural weight due to the lighter

materials, the vehicle can be resized resulting in even greater reductions in the vehicle dry

weight. (These projected weight savings do not consider materials substitutions for other

components such as the engines, thermal protection system, or subsystems.)

An aircraft engine application was also analyzed [46]. A typical gas turbine engine for a

300 passenger aircraft, shown schematically in Figure 7, was selected as the current baseline for

the analysis. As the accompanying bar chart shows, significant weight reductions are potentially

achievable with nanostructured materials. The low temperature applications were based on the

use of NtFRP composites for the nacelle, fan, low-pressure compressor components (blades,

stator vanes, case, and ducts), and the bypass ducts. The high temperature applications were

based on the use of boron-nitride nanotube reinforced silicon carbide ceramic matrix composites

for the high-pressure compressor, combustor, turbine components (blades, stator vanes, case, and

ducts), and the nozzles. While theoretically possible, boron-nitride nanotubes have not been

produced and properties are not available in the literature. Therefore, the boron-nitride nanotube

reinforced silicon carbide ceramic matrix composite system was not included in the materials

survey. However, properties were estimated so that the potential benefit due to revolutionary

improvements of high temperature materials could be illustrated. The properties were estimated
to be 3.6 GPa tensile strength, 535 GPa tensile modulus, and 3.70 g/cm 3 density based on the

known properties of boron and silicon carbide. Referring to the results plotted in the bar chart in

Figure 7, the potential benefits in engine applications due to carbon nanotubes is somewhat

modest due to their use in the low temperature range. However, the benefits that may be



achievedbybothcarbonnanotubesin lowertemperatureapplicationsandboron-nitrideand
siliconcarbidenanotubesinhightemperatureapplicationsareverysignificant.

Significantweightsavingsbenefitsmayalsobeachievedby designingspacecraftusing
NtFRPcomposites.TheMarsGlobalSurveyor(MGS)wasselectedfor illustrativepurposes
becauseasystemsanalysismodel[46]alreadyexisted.TheMGSspacecraftis shownin Figure
8. Thebaselinematerialsusedin thestructureandpropulsionsystemwereselectedfor
substitutionbyNtFRP.Thesecomponentscompriseabout40%of thegrossweightof the
baselinespacecraft.Thesystemsanalysisresultsfor thegrossweightof thespacecraftis
comparedin thebarchartin Figure8. ThebarlabeledMGSisthebaselineweightfor theactual
MGSspacecraft.ThebarlabeledNtFRPStructuresis theresultof thematerialssubstitutionand
resizingthespacecraft,but retainingthesamescienceinstruments.Thepredictedreductionin
structuralweightis about50%whilethegrossweightsavingspotentialof thespacecraftis still a
significant20%.

Observations

The above results focus primarily on the role of carbon nanotubes in reducing structural

weight. While these results are very dramatic, they only touch on the potential of

nanotechnology to revolutionize aerospace vehicles and spacecraft. The breakthroughs that are

conceptualized by the "nanotechnologists" will enable future NASA missions now currently
inconceivable. These future missions may only be achieved by micro/nano-miniaturization of all

subsystems. Materials need to be developed that are functionalized to optimized desired

mechanical, electrical, thermal, magnetic, or optical properties. The development and

optimization of multifunctional materials and structures need to be perfected through nanoscale

frabrication technologies. Self-diagnostic and self-repairing materials are essential for long

duration space missions.

Summary and Conclusions

Numerous scientific and engineering breakthroughs will be required to develop the

technology required to achieve NASA's long-term goals. Critical technologies include

advanced vehicle primary and secondary structure, radiation protection, propulsion and power

systems, fuel storage, electronics and devices, sensors and science instruments, and medical

diagnostics and treatment. Advanced materials with revolutionary new capabilities are an

essential element of each of these technologies. Numerous advanced materials have been

identified for applications to aerospace vehicle structures and propulsion system components.

Many of these materials could be available in 5 to 10 years but others are still in the early

research phase and may not be available for another 20 to 30 years. Twenty-three advanced

materials were included in the survey along with typical properties, a description of the material

and processing methods, the current development status, and the critical issues that must be

overcome to achieve commercial viability.



Thekeyfindingsin thesurveyareasfollows:

1. In thenear-term,numerousadvancedmaterialsexistthathaveattractivepropertiesandcan
matureto aTRLof 6+within 5to 10yearsor less,butonlywith acompellingtechnologypull
andtheassociatedresourceinvestment.

2. In thefar-term,biomimetic,nanostructuredmaterials,especiallycarbonnanotubes,are
attractivefor manyapplicationbutdramaticbreakthroughswill berequiredto realizethe
potentialof thematerialssystemswithin thenext10-20years.

3. Structuralmaterialsfor vehicles:afactorof 2gainin weightsavingscanbeachievedby
carbonfiberreinforcedpolymers,metalmatrixcomposites,andintermetallics;carbonnanotube
reinforcedpolymers(andmetals)mayofferafactorof 10gaininweightsavings.

4. Structuralmaterialsfor propulsioncomponents:ceramicsoffermodestincreasesinuse
temperatureandsignificantweightsavingsovermetallicor refractorymetalalloys;advanced
metallicalloysandintermetallicsmayofferafactorof 2 gainin weightsavingsbutonlymodest
temperatureimprovements;polymermatrixcomposites,includingcarbonnanotubes,mayoffer
significantweightsavings.

In conclusion,acautionarynoteisadvisable.It is frequentlytruethatanewmaterial
looksthemostattractivewhenyou first seetheproperties!Thehistoryof newmaterials
developmentis thatwhenthefinal design"-ilities" getworkedtheweightgoesup,theuse
temperaturegoesdown,andtheoperationalenvironmentlimits performance.Finally,
applicationsof newmaterialsmustbeevaluatedin asystemscontext.Forexample,advanced
structuraldesignmethodsandhighlyefficientstructuralconceptswill berequiredto fully exploit
thepotentialbenefitsof biomimetic,nanostructured,multifunctionalmaterialsin revolutionary
aerospacevehicles.Also, thebuilding-blockapproachto manufacturingscale-upwill be
essentialto validatetheadvancedmaterialsandconcepts.
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Appendix I. Description of Materials for

Aerospace Vehicle Structure

TiAl Alloy [20,21]

Description

A light weight replacement for Ti and Ni alloys in structural applications in oxidizing
environments

Processing Method(s)

Complex airfoils, housings and cases are made by casting. Sheet, rods, fasteners, disks are made

by ingot/powder preforms plus hot working.

Current State of Development

Lower strength, stiffness limited parts are more mature. Higher strength alloys have not been
tested to same level.

Critical Issues

Damage tolerance is only moderate and must be confirmed for specific applications. Hydrogen

resistance is expected to be poor.

Alumina (A1203) fiber/Aluminum Metal Matrix Composite [1]

Description

Low cost precursor materials in tape or wire form of fibers (A1203 or SiC) in aluminum matrix.

Precursor forms are thin and flexible for laying into composite or selectively reinforcing metallic

structures. Useable temperature range exceeds polymer matrix composite and A1 alloys.

Reduced weight attained through improved structural efficiency and higher specific properties.

Aluminum matrix composites are believed to offer inherently superior cryogenic containment.

Processing Method(s)

Braze in air to form composite panel or to selectively reinforce metallic structures. Composite

panels can be manufactured by continuous laser brazing of tapes using fiber winding techniques.

Composite panels can also be fabricated by laying up tape followed by hot pressing.

Current State of Development

A1203 continuous fiber in pure A1 matrix wire in use for electrical line supports to extend

distance between cable supports. Continuous laser brazing using fiber winding techniques under

development for fabricating curved composite panels. Other processing methods using

aluminum alloys are possible.

Critical Issues

Limited availability of precursor tapes and/or wires. Process development and scale-up issues

for fabrication of composite panels from precursor materials need to be studied further.
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Aluminum alloy foam core structures [3,13]

Description

Open and closed cell aluminum alloy foams with controlled densities (up to 95% porosity) and

varying pore sizes (up to 200 ppi) for use as the core of sandwich structures, castings and
extrusions.

Processing Method(s)

Syntactic foams produced by compaction and/or sintering of metal powder precursors.

Reticulated foams produced by direct foaming of liquid metal and/or castings.

Current State of Development

Applications include damage containment, acoustic damping, thermal management (aircraft),

secondary structures, e.g. telescopes, heat exchangers (space vehicles), energy absorption

(automotive), armor piercing protection (military).

Critical Issues

Forming to complex configurations, core-to-face sheet and panel-to-panel joining for primary

structure applications.

Aluminum Beryllium (AI-Be) alloys [2,4,6]

Description

Ultra-low density A1-Be binary alloys (2. lg/cm 3) and A1-Be-Mg ternary alloys (2.3 g/cm 3)

comparable with polymer matrix composites.

Processing Method(s)

Powder metallurgy using cold isostatic pressing (CIP), extrusion followed by cross-rolling to
sheet.

Current State of Development

Binary alloy (A1-62Be) has been produced and used in limited aircraft applications for decades

(YF 12, F- 16). Ternary alloys (e.g. A1-40Be-5Mg) are under research and development.

Critical Issues

Cryogenic fracture toughness of binary alloy is low. Tensile and fracture toughness at cryogenic,

ambient and elevated temperatures need to be established. Potential cryotank and TPS

application if mechanical and thermal properties at extreme temperature ranges (-250°C to

500°C) are favorable.

Titanium alloy foam core sandwich structure [3,13]

Description

Ultra-low density foams (up to 95% porosity) fabricated from advanced titanium alloys.

Provides structural efficiency, weight reductions, and enhanced performance for hot structures.

Processing Method(s)

Deposition of titanium-based material onto polymeric foam pre-forms, followed by high-

temperature processing to remove organic volatiles. Spray deposition of hollow titanium-based
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spheres followed by sintering. Direct foaming of molten titanium-based materials. Other

techniques include gas entrapment solid state processing.

Current State of Development

Only limited development activities are ongoing. Titanium foams are currently produced from

conventional titanium alloys using vapor deposition onto polymeric foam preforms. Foams are

not currently produced in intermetallics such as titanium-aluminides and titanium-beryllides

Critical Issues

Deposition of lightweight intermetallics without losing low-density elements through

volatilization. Development and scale-up of high-deposition-rate processes for large-scale

production of foam. Development of useful levels of ductility in intermetallic foams. Joining

processes for incorporating foams into sandwich structure.

Silicon Carbide (SIC) fiber/Beryllium Metal Matrix Composite [4,5,6]

Description

Continuous SiC fiber reinforced beryllium with 0.0056 in. diameter fibers, 30-40 volume percent

fiber. Dual coating on fibers for fiber/matrix compatibility at high temperatures.

Processing Method(s)

Methods include tape cast powder with binder and vacuum hot press (VHP) or hot isostatically

press (HIP), plasma spray Be on drum-wound fibers and VHP or HIP, foil/fiber/foil layup and
VHP or HIP.

Current State of Development

Largest piece ever made is approximately 15 cm x 23 cm x 6 ply. Room temperature

mechanical properties need to be developed. Material system has not been actively developed

anywhere in the free world since 1989.

Critical Issues

There is a public mind set against Be use because of past toxicity issues. Fiber/matrix

interactions need to be addressed and also need better fiber exhibiting minimum reaction with Be

during high temperature processing and service, or stable fiber coatings.

Carbon Nanotube (NT) fiber/Aluminum Metal Matrix Composite [7]

Description

Short carbon nanotube (NT) fiber reinforced aluminum alloy.

Processing Method(s)

Mechanically mix NT with A1 alloy powder. Vacuum hot press (VHP) and/or extrude.

Current State of Development

Very small quantities produced in laboratory. A few experimental tensile data. Preliminary

microstructures exist with 2 mm long NT (ropes) and a 10 volume percent fiber in pure A1

matrix. Properties were computed by limiting the strain to 0.7%.
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Critical Issues

NT production, availability in bulk; longer NT;
other matrix metals

NT dispersion, alignment control in matrix;

Carbon Fiber Reinforce Polymer (CFRP) Composite [8-11]

Description

The carbon fiber reinforced polymer composite (CFRP) is the IM7/8552 material system, a

toughened epoxy resin reinforced with unidirectional carbon fibers or a woven preform. The

IM7 fibers are intermediate modulus carbon filaments. The 8552 epoxy is a damage-resistant

system, recommended for structural applications requiring high strength, stiffness, and damage

tolerance. The properties in the table are taken from the Hercules Development Data Sheet and

correspond to a [0/+45/-45/90]s quasi-isotropic (Q-I) laminate stacking sequence and a 60% fiber
volume fraction.

Processing Method(s)

Conventional thermoset resin equipment and techniques can be used to process IM7/8552

prepreg tape. The laminates fabricated out ofprepreg tape are typically cured in an autoclave at
350 °F.

Current State of Development

CFRP are fully mature for some applications but not yet fully mature for all aerospace structural

applications. Numerous CFRP composites have been developed by industry to a TRL of 9. The

successful liquid hydrogen cryogenic tank on the DC-XA was fabricated out of IM7/8552.

However, we are still encountering unanticipated failure modes when composites technology is

extended to a new large-scale structural applications, for example the X-33 liquid hydrogen tank.

Critical Issues

Relatively immature design and analysis practices, manufacturing scale-up, and nondestructive

inspection for bonded construction are some of the primary technical issues that currently limit

the full potential of CFRP's.

Single Wall Carbon Nanotubes (SWNT) [26-45]

Description

A single-wall carbon nanotube (SWNT) is a graphene sheet rolled into a cylindrical shape so that

the structure is virtually one-dimensional with axial symmetry. Tube diameters vary between

about 0.7 nm to 10.0 nm. Multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWNT) are concentric cylinders of

individual SWNT's with various diameters. The SWNT are thought to be held together by

relatively weak frictional forces. A single crystal SWNT refers to a membrane of aligned, long,

continuous SWNT's which were formerly held together by van der Waal forces, coalescing into

a crystalline form which arises from decreased entropy during continued alignment.

Processing Method(s)

The laser vaporization synthesis method uses a laser to vaporize a graphite target and nanotubes

form in the condensing vapor of the heated flow tube at 1200°C. The carbon arc method uses

carbon rod electrodes and vaporizes the carbon atoms into a plasma at >3000°C with the

nanotubes forming on the negative electrode. The high-pressure gas-phase growth process
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(HipCo)useshightemperature(900-1200°C)andpressure(10-100atm)to createahighly
turbulentgasmixturethatnucleatescarbonnanotubesfromamixtureof COandaFe/Ni
carbonylcatalyst.Carbonnanotubesgrowfrommetalclustersthatformduringthisprocess.
Current State of Development

SWNT's have been fabricated at discontinuous lengths approaching microns and ropes of

entangled SWNT's have been fabricated into paper-like mats.

Critical Issues

Production of large quantities of useable nanotubes with macroscale lengths has not yet been
achieved.

Carbon Nanotube Fiber Reinforced Polymer (NTFRP) Composite [33,46]

Description

Carbon Nanotube containing composites are estimated to have about 20% loading of the

nanotubes or they will be crossplied materials that will afford no more than about 20% of the

unidirectional nanotube properties because of processing/interface problems. The strength of the
SWNT was limited to about 1% strain or about 10 GPa.

Processing Method(s)

Processing will involve dispersing nanotubes in binders which will be molecular in nature,

perhaps monolayers with hundreds of nanometers to micron in thickness. Layups and fabrication

will have to be non-conventional and are yet to be determined. Processing of complex forms

should offer no major technical problems. The long-term hope is that molecular self-assembly

can be employed which will create 'near perfect' molecular order.

Current State of Development

To date only crude prototypes have been made where carbon nanotubes have been dispersed at

low levels up to about 5% in room-temperature-curing epoxies and other polymers.

Critical Issues

Carbon nanotube scaleup is in its infancy with only gram quantities available for

experimentation. The ability to disperse nanotubes in binders has not been fully developed as is

the case for all other processing issues. Fiber spinning is beginning to show promise as a method

to produce continuous fiber from short nanotubes.
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Appendix II. Description of Materials for

Propulsion System Components

TiAl Alloy [20, 21]

Description

A light weight replacement for Ti and Ni alloys in structural applications in oxidizing
environments

Processing Method(s)

Complex airfoils, housings, and cases are made by casting. Sheet, rods, fasteners, disks are

made by ingot/powder preforms plus hot working.

Current State of Development

Successful aircraft engine tests provide technology for space transportation applications. The

technology if more mature for applications requiring lower strength and stiffness. Higher

strength alloys have not been tested to the same levels.

Critical Issues

Damage tolerance is only moderate and must be confirmed for specific applications. Hydrogen

resistance is expected to be poor.

Advanced Ni Single Crystal [20,21]

Description

New single crystal alloys for jet engine turbine blades continue to push capability to higher

temperatures.

Processing Method(s)
Directional solidification

Current State of Development

Very mature for jet engine applications but not mature for space transportation.

Critical Issues

Hydrogen resistance must be evaluated. Specific alloy selection for space transportation issues
need to be addressed.

Advanced Ni Poly Crystal [20, 21]

Description

Advanced Ni alloys are made by powder metallurgy and used for compressor and turbine disks.

Higher strength and temperature capability compared to today's alloys used in aircraft engines

and space shuttle main engines.
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Processing Method(s)

Powder metallurgy (PM), extrusions, and forgings

Current State of Development

Subscale processing demonstration and extensive mechanical property database exists.

Critical Issues

Hydrogen resistance is unknown.

Advanced Cu Alloy [19]

Description

Advanced Cu-alloy with improved temperature capability for thrusters, rocket nozzles, nozzle

ramps, and other high heat flux applications, without sacrificing damage tolerance.

Processing Method(s)

Powder metallurgy (PM) and hot isostatic pressing (HIP), extrude, rolling

Current State of Development

Rocket test firings have demonstrated feasibility. Durability still needs to be examined.

Coatings for extending life and performance need more work.

Critical Issues

Coating reliability and performance limits need more definition. Applications other than thrust
cells are immature.

Gr/Cu Composite [19]

Description

High strength, conductivity, stiffness, lightweight material for hypersonic leading edges, actively

cooled structures, radiators, heat pipes

Processing Method(s)

Pressure casting and Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD)

Current State of Development

Unidirectional plies are well developed and characterized. Woven composites are less mature
but offer fewer weaknesses.

Critical Issues

Transverse properties are usually poor.

Nano Structure Ni Alloy (Ns Ni) [47]

Description

Nano structured nickel alloys with nanoscale grain size are projected to have twice the strength,

twice the damping capacity, and twice the hydrogen resistance relative to conventional alloys.
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Processing Method(s)

Cryomilling and powder metallurgy (PM)

Current State of Development

Material systems have not been developed to date. Projections are based on similar results in
other metals.

Critical Issues

Processing feasibility needs to be confirmed. Concerns also exist about low temperature damage
tolerance.

NT / Cu Composite [47]

Description

Cu alloys with nanotubes, buckyballs, or diamond reinforcements are projected to have

extremely high thermal conductivity, good stiffness and low weight.

Processing Method(s)

Powder metallurgy (PM), Casting

Current State of Development

Materials cannot be fully explored until nano-reinforcements are more readily available.

Critical Issues

Availability of nano-reinforcements and development of processing methods

W, Nb, Mo Alloys [no reference]

Description

Refractory metals offer the highest temperature capability available in a metal. High densities

and poor hydrogen and oxygen resistance limit uses. Materials are uniquely attractive for deep

space missions and nuclear propulsion.

Processing Method(s)

Cast and wrought or powder metallurgy are common. Chemical vapor deposition has also been
used on rocket thrusters.

Current State of Development

Technology was worked heavily in the 1960's and 1980's. Alloys and processing are well

developed. Coating efforts and alloy development for oxidation resistance are less mature but

still hold promise.

Critical Issues

Environmental resistance and coating reliability
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Nextel 720 fiber/alumino-silicate (AI203SiO) Ceramic Matrix Composite

[22-25]

Description

Nextel 720 fabric/alumino-silicate (A1203SiO) matrix, -48% fiber volume, no interface coating,

uses controlled matrix porosity for composite toughness

Processing Method(s)

Sol-gel derived matrix infiltrated into woven Nextel 720 fabric. Sol-Gel is a process where

micron-size particles are dispersed in a liquid and a solid is formed through chemical reaction

rather than melting. Infiltrated fiber weaves are laid up on tooling with final shape. Complex

shape is vacuum bagged, then consolidated at low temperature and pressure (< 150°C and < 15

GPa). Free standing post-cure at -1000°C to1100°C.

Current State of Development

Materials have been tested in exhaust systems for military applications. Large parts have been

fabricated and tested in engines.

Critical Issues

With currently available low temperature fibers, composite processing and use temperatures are

limited to -1100°C. With fibers that have greater thermal stability, processing temperature could
be increased and mullite could be formed as the matrix. A mullite matrix and oxidation resistant

fiber coating would lead to an oxide CMC with greater thermal stability and possibly higher

mechanical properties.

Carbon Fiber Reinforce Polymer (CFRP) Composite [8-11]

Description

Improvements in matrix chemistry (polymer backbone and end-caps), better control of the resin-

fiber interface, and the use of novel reinforcement approaches (e.g., alumino-silicate clay

reinforced polymers) are expected to lead to improvements in mechanical performance,

processability and long-term durability at high temperatures.

Processing Methods

New developments in resin chemistry will enable processing by a variety of methods including

prepreg-based methods (autoclave processing, compression molding, and automated tow

placement) and resin infusion approaches (resin transfer molding, resin film infusion).

Current State of Development

Current high temperature systems have limited long-term durability at temperatures above

290°C. Processing of these conventional high temperature materials is limited to prepreg based
methods.

Critical Issues

Need to identify/optimize resin chemistry to enable resin transfer molding processability without
sacrificing high temperature performance and long-term durability.
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C/SiC Ceramic Matrix Composite [22-25]

Description:

Carbon fibers offer high temperature capability with the high modulus and oxidation resistance

of a silicon carbide (SIC) matrix.

Processing Meth od(s) :

Chemical Vapor Infiltration (CVI) is used for high strength. The process is well understood and

has the largest database. Melt Infiltration (MI) is used for highest thermal conductivity and

lowest porosity. Polymer Infiltration Pyrolysis (PIP) is used as the initial processing at low

temperatures. It can also be used to form large complex shapes.

Current State of Development:

C/SiC has been examined for use in forming blisks, nozzles, combustors, nozzle ramps, cooled

components, leading edges, and control surfaces as well as other components. Work is being

performed to determine the effects of oxidation on composite life. Variations are being made in

each of the different processing approaches to determine ways to increase composite properties,

densify thick sections, and improve oxidation resistance.
Critical Issues:

Critical issues include life prediction methods, processing of components,

reliability/reproducibility/uniformity, coefficient of thermal expansion mismatch between fiber

and matrix, and oxidation resistance, including coatings.

SiC / SiC Ceramic Matrix Composite [22-25]

Description:

Because of inherent oxidation resistance, low density, high strength, and creep-rupture

resistance, continuous fiber-reinforced ceramic matrix composites based on SiC fibers and SiC

matrices can thermally outperform superalloys and thus are strong candidates for advanced hot

structural components.

Processing Meth od(s) :

Variety of small diameter SiC-based fiber types, commercially available in multifilament tows,

are woven or braided into 2D and 3D architectures. Interphase coatings, typically based on

carbon or boron nitride, are deposited on fibers by chemically vapor infiltration either before or

after architecture formation. SiC-based matrices from a variety of different precursors are

infiltrated into coated fiber architectures by various combinations of gas, polymer, slurry, and/or

molten silicon to achieve as dense a matrix as possible.

Current State of Development:

The feasibility of first generation SiC/SiC composites have been examined in a variety of
industrial, military, and commercial engine applications. Identified deficiencies, which are

currently being addressed by a variety of governmental programs include insufficient long term

stability of constituents at high temperatures, particularly in moist combustion environments,

fiber weave-ability for complex-shaped components, and high acquisition costs. Significant
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progresshasbeenmaderecentlybythedevelopmentof stoichiometricSiCfibers,Si-doped
boronnitrideinterphases,densemelt-infiltratedmatrices,andoxide-basedenvironmentalbarrier
coatings.
Critical Issues:

Components exhibit poor processibility and property reproducibility. Composites lack

interphase stability, particularly at intermediate temperatures. Fiber architectures need to be

developed for component scale-up. Fiber and composite fabrication costs are high. Low

projected market volume contributes to instability of the fiber and composite vendor base.

NT / Polymer Composite [33, 46]

Description

Properties of nanotube reinforced high temperature polymers are estimated at a nanotube loading

level of about 20 weight percent. The limited data published to date on nanotube reinforced

polymers suggests that optimum levels ofnanotube loading are in the range of 10 to 20 weight

percent. Properties of these material systems are assumed to be primarily reinforcement

(nanotube) dominated and are estimated at 20% of the theoretical properties of the nanotubes.

These estimates assume good NT-polymer adhesion.

Processing Methods

Novel processing methods and binder/sizing chemistries need to be developed to insure

homogeneous distribution ofnanotube reinforcements throughout the polymer matrix.
Molecular level control of nanotube orientation and interactions with the matrix material is

highly desired to obtain optimal properties and performance.

Current State of Development

There is sparse published data on nanotube reinforced polymers. Literature reports to date have

been on crude composites from epoxies or acrylates at a nanotube loading level of up to 5 weight

percent.

Critical Issues

Need to develop an affordable, reproducible method to make large quantities of nanotubes with

controlled size, geometry, chirality and purity. In addition, the proper chemistries have to be

developed to control nanotube dispersion in the matrix without adversely affecting the

mechanical integrity of the nanotubes.
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